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 Desired Logistics Capabilities

- Increased sustainment/surge capability
- Flexible strategic lift (operational and tactical enablers)
- SEE ALL- Use of Global Information Grid (GIG) to see and manage logistics
- Equipping the joint/expeditionary force
- Reconstitution (quick and effective)
Where Military Services Can Help

- **Integrate the supply chain**
  - Understand the entire joint force requirement
  - Work toward common platform and component

- **Modernize theater distribution**
  - Joint theater level logistics command

- **Connect logisticians**
  - Integrated data environment
  - More than RF, VSAT like capability a joint solution whose time has come

- **Contractors are critical force provider**

- **Plan for reconstitution of forces**
  - Identify quicker ways to ramp up industrial base
Where Industry Can Help

- Supply chain management and 3PL/4PL expertise
- Develop list of surge capabilities
- Accept risk in times of national need for key industries
- View logistics requirements from a joint perspective
- Integrate with DoD IT systems (E2E approach)